Profiles Research Networking Software

Users Group Meeting

http://profiles.catalyst.harvard.edu

April 22, 2011
Agenda

• Welcome to new members
• Science of Team Science Conference
• Open Source Management, Part 2: Wikis/Forums (Discussion facilitated by Recombinant)
Profiles Users Group Members
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31,169 Profiles

Harvard University (22,684)
http://connects.catalyst.harvard.edu/profiles

University of Minnesota (4,227)
http://profiles.ahc.umn.edu

University of California, San Francisco (2,642)
http://profiles.ucsf.edu

Health Sciences South Carolina (1,616)
http://profiles.healthsciencessc.org
Agenda

- Welcome to new members
- Science of Team Science Conference
- Open Source Management, Part 2: Wikis/Forums
  (Discussion facilitated by Recombinant)